
Essay based on my reading of Linda Nochlins “Why Have There Been No Great 
Women Artists?” 
 
 
In this essay I intend to explore the question put forth in the essay “Why Have There Been No 

Great Women Artists?” by Linda Nochlin who sadly passed away October 29th ,2017 at the age 

of 86. I will be applying the general ideas of the essay to the work of Yayoi Kusama and Elaine 

De Kooning and in doing so hopefully reinforce the strong argument made by Nochlin. The main 

argument made is that the question “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” is 

misunderstood and dealt with on surface level arguing against it from a place of shock and 

anger and in doing so the real issue and factors leading up to it are masked. Her point is that it 

is far more of a complex issue so deep rooted in society that it cannot be dealt with in this way. 

I agree with this point and intend to deal with it by discussing society's view of art, artists and 

women and how this view has changed over time. 

 

The first point I will address is the way in which many people typically react to the question. As 

outlined by Nochlin, some people jump to highlighting female artists that have been successful 

or highly skilled and explain how their greatness has been discarded from history due to male 

dominated society throughout the years. This however is entirely missing the point of the issue. 

The issue is not that women are inferior to men in terms of artistic talent, it is that they could 

never have reached “greatness” in terms of how it is viewed in society due to a multitude of 

situational and societal factors. The nature of the issue calls for exploration into the reasons 

why women could not reach greatness by society's standards to the level of the old masters, 

not an argument between whether women artists did or did not in fact reach greatness in the 



first place. Some others suggest that women artists have a different measure of greatness as 

they have a distinguishable feminine style due to women’s situation and experience of life 

being different to that of their male counterparts. As put forth in Nochlin’s essay, this 

suggestion while conceivable in theory is simply not true. As shown in figure 1.1, this piece by 

the artist Elaine De Kooning is just one example of many existing artworks made by a woman 

that has no distinguishable “feminine” traits. This piece would not be described as dainty or 

detailed or any other word typically and often falsely linked to the idea of women’s artwork. It 

also does not portray scenes of the home or have any link to a woman’s everyday life and 

situation. This kind of argument only feeds into the idea of art created by women being seen as 

“other” or inferior by suggesting that women are not capable of being able to create art the 

same way men do. People's misplaced anger (due to misunderstanding the question) at the fact 

there have been no great women artists does not change that there have not been any. Due to 

women’s lives in the past; how they were seen, treated and what was expected of them there 

was simply no way they could have reached the same height as their male competition.  

 

There have been countless reasons for this in the past, both blatant and subconscious, 

interwoven throughout our society. A more obvious one is that women simply couldn’t have 

devoted their lives to art in the same way that male artists did at that time. Women through 

the ages have been assigned responsibilities whether that be in the home looking after the 

children and doing housework or if they were placed higher in society writing letters, making 

social visits and taking up art only as a hobby. I think this point is well summed up by Florence 

Nightingale in 1852 who wrote that women did not become masters in art due to a “material 



difficulty, not a mental one. If she has a knife and fork in her hand, she cannot have a pencil or 

brush “. She also comments that dinner is sacred describing it as the “great ceremony of the 

day” and says that missing it is simply not an option, that nothing will excuse a woman from it 

as it is her duty. Women’s days were so filled with tasks and things that were expected of any 

decent woman at the time that they simply could not have fully immersed themselves in art 

without being thought to have failed as a woman. Certain aspects of art were accessible to 

women at the time but only in a very specific way that did not disrupt her femininity or indeed 

her very womanhood. Women were permitted to and encouraged to draw the home and to 

study nature painting what was considered feminine to an amateur level but as shown in letters 

by Marie-Elisabeth Boulanger Cave the thought of women creating as men did was 

unacceptable. She states that “when a woman desires to paint large-sized pictures, and mounts 

the ladder, she is lost – lost as a painter – lost as a woman. As a painter, she will fail in force; as 

a woman in grace”. She goes on to describe a common view of the time whereby women’s 

feebleness and delicacy was admired and thought of as her best trait – a trait that could not be 

compromised by painting or taking on serious work in the field of art as men did. Due to this 

warped set of restrictions placed on women they could not devote every waking moment to art 

as men who were considered genius did. The myths and stories of old masters and their 

prominent artistic ability from a young age heavily contributed to their greatness in the eyes of 

society. In this age of individuals being glorified and almost worshipped for their artistic ability 

this idea of genius was paramount. The point is backed up well by Nochlin in her essay referring 

to great artists such as Goya, Monet and Michelangelo and their great dedication to studying 

and drawing from a young age. The great artists throughout history have always had or at least 



been portrayed to have had some raw passionate uncontrollable need for art and to create. 

This has been romanticised and perhaps exaggerated elevating artists to an unachievably high, 

ethereal, almost god-like standing in society. This is not to say that women did not possess this 

passionate quality also, but it was simply not possible to leave her duties and explore it at the 

time. 

 

Aside from obvious physical demands in terms of duties that physically stopped women from 

achieving greatness and the external view that being full time artists would strip them of their 

femininity there could possibly have been an element of subconscious internal doubt of their 

abilities in a lot of cases. Women were bombarded with both subtle and blatant messages 

about their inferiority to men in books, articles and practically everywhere they turned. This 

must have made them subconsciously worry if there was a basis for this view, even if they 

believed wholeheartedly that women were equal to men in terms of talent and creative ability. 

Humans as creatures tend to be insecure and self-doubting in general but this can be a major 

issue in art in particular. Creating is a very personally exposing act and most, if not all artists go 

through self-doubt in their ability and find it hard to view their work objectively. This would 

have been more of an issue in a world where people were used to males being seen as and 

treated as superior to women. Nochlin quotes John Stuart Mill in her essay saying, “everything 

which is usual appears natural” and what was usual at the time was a commonly shared societal 

norm of a woman being seen as incapable of being a great artist or at least without losing her 

feminine identity and failing as a woman. This subsequently would lead to any deviation from 

this idea seeming slightly unnatural or relatively radical even if the individual woman thought of 



equality as morally right and ideal. Even today, the fact that the “woman problem” as Nochlin 

puts it even exists puts women artists inevitably in the position of having to prove themselves, a 

task never really put in front of male artists.  

 

 

Times have changed since then but throughout this change and even up to the present day we 

have not had any great women artists. This change and how women are still incapable of 

reaching societies standards of greatness is perfectly demonstrated in the more recent case of 

Yayoi Kusama. When she was a child she possessed the raw uncontrollable urge to create just 

as the great male artists before her had but unlike these artists, her creativity was met with 

anger and suppression by her mother. As Kusama discusses in her autobiography “Infinity Net: 

The Autobiography of Yayoi Kusama” her mother often lashed out at her for painting. She 

would take away the art supplies that her father would buy her, overturn her desk, rip up her 

paintings and generally act violently towards her forbidding her to be a painter. This highlights 

not only that things had not yet fully changed in terms of the world's view of women and of 

artists (at least not in more traditional families such as Kusamas) but also that her drive to make 

art and capability to make art was not the issue, it was merely her situation as was the case 

with many female artists throughout history. Her life also shows the change in this view of 

women and art as she goes onto great success in her later life. Like her male counterparts she 

had the drive and passion for art and wanted to completely immerse herself in it. She did so 

throughout her work by exploring her obsession with dots literally surrounding herself by art by 

covering whole rooms with dots as shown in fig.2. However, the world had changed its view of 



art and although she won many awards and was highly esteemed she never achieved greatness 

to the level of the old masters like Michelangelo or Leonardo da Vinci. This was not due to her 

incapability or even her gender at this point. The world simply had changed from one that had 

viewed art as an area of worship and awe and glorifying a few select individuals, to a world full 

of a new generation of critical thinkers that questioned how and why we idolised artists. This is 

the case for all modern women artists. Nowadays greatness is still out of reach despite social 

changes regarding equality because the world does not elevate artists to the same god-like 

ethereal religion replacing status as they once did.  

  

To conclude, I hope I have made clear my understanding of the points made by Nochlin and her 

views on how the question “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” has been 

misunderstood, and mistreated in many cases. It is an issue that has been touched on by 

Nochlin and now by myself in my study of her essay, but it is a question that can never be fully 

covered and answered in full. This is because it is such a complex issue, so nuanced and deep 

rooted in our history and in our subconscious that it is too difficult to answer simply and 

definitively covering all factors. Therefore, it can definitively be said that an argument that 

surpasses and does not mention the societal factors of why women didn’t become great artists 

and instead insisting they did is simply missing the point. I hope to have also related the 

prominent ideas of the text to both the work of Elaine De Kooning and Yayoi Kusama and in 

doing so strengthened the argument of Linda Nochlin using contemporary examples. 
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